Impacts of state regulations of e-cigarettes: flavors and youth access

Closed to further applications

**Faculty Member:** Jody Sindelar
This project is eligible for remote work.

**Proposal Description:**

Impacts of state regulations of e-cigarettes: flavors and youth access. This project is currently gathering data on 4000 observations on smokers and vapers in the US to use in a quasi-experimental study of state level flavor bans and minimum age sales regulations on vaping and smoking

**Requisite Skills and Qualifications:**

Ability to conduct literature reviews and document key studies, help with references, editing drafts of grants and papers, and programming and analyses of data collected.

**Award:** Josh Czaczkes

**Tobin Application Link:** Tobin Application

**Project Type:** Tobin RA

**Project Year:** 2021

**Term:** Spring 2021

**Source URL:** https://economics.yale.edu/undergraduate/tobin-ra/spring-2021/impacts-state-regulations-e-cigarettes-flavors-and-youth-access